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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1832, Galois [ll, pp. 41 l-4121 determined the smallest degree of a faithful 
permutation representation of PSL(2, 4) for q a prime; the case q a prime power 
was handled much later, reportedly first in unpublished work of Moore in 1894 
(see Loewy [22]). Th e corresponding problem was solved for Sp(4, q), q an odd 
prime or prime power, by Dickson [9] and Mitchell [27], respectively; and for 
SL(3, 4) and SU(3, 4) by Mitchell [26] and Hartley [13]. In a beautiful but 
unpublished thesis written in 1972, Patton [29] proved the corresponding results 
for all the groups SL(n, q), as well as for Sp(2m, q) with 2 odd. More recently, 
Cooperstein [5] used Patton’s method to settle this type of question for all the 
remaining classical groups. The result is that the smallest degree is attained 
precisely when the one-point stabilizer is a suitable reducible group, with just 
a few sporadic exceptions. 
This still leaves open the problem of how small an irreducible subgroup of one 
of the classical groups must be. The purpose of this paper is to use Patton’s 
method to provide some answers to this question. 
THEOREM 1. Let SL(n, 4) < G > rL(n, 4) with n > 3, and Zet K < G. 
Assume that 1 G : K j < qn(+l)lZ if q is odd and q > 3 (OY that 1 G : K / < 
q(n-1)(n-2)/2 if q > 2, OY that 1 G : K 1 < q(n--2)(+-3)/2 if q = 2. Then either (i) 
K is reducible OY (ii) K r> SL(n, 4) or Sp(n, 4). 
For small n, this result is weaker than Patton’s: he showed that if K 2 SL(n, q), 
then 1 G : K I > (4% - 1)/q - l), with only one exception (K = A, < SL(4,2)). 
For large 4, the bound qn(n-1)/2 is very roughly the index ) G : B 1 of a Bore1 
subgroup (i.e., the number of complete flags; cf. Section 7). In the case of the 
remaining classical groups, our bounds are closer to I G : B 11;2: 
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THEOREM 2. Let GQ be Sp(2m, q), m >, 4, q add; SU(n, q), rz 3 
SZ=+, q), n > 5. Let Gb < G < r S p (2 m, q), lTJ(n, qj, resp. ro+z, q)), and let 
K < G with 237. $ Gb. Then K is reducible (and has a proper ~~v~~~~~t s bs~~ce 
other than the radical of the u~d~~~~~ vector space $ Gh = ~(2~~ + 1 s q), q wen) 
if j G : M j < if with B as fo2lows: 
(i) Gh = Sp(2m, q}, g odd, 0 = +m(m -+ 1); 
(ii) Gb = SU(n, q), B = fn2/4]; OY 
(iii) G% = Q+(2m, q), L2(2m + 1, ) q 07 Q-(2m + 2, q), & = +T(rn -- 1) 
(but 0 = $(m - i)(m - 2) if q = 3 or if q > 2 and q is even; and 
B = $-(m - 2)(m - 3) if :fq =- 2). 
As an elementary application of these theorems, we prove the following result. 
(Recall that the rank of a permutation representation is the number of double 
cosets of the one-point stabitizer.) 
THEOREM 3. Let Gk be SZ(n, q), Sp(n, q) witk q odd, Sl;(a, q) or .Q*(Tz, q). 
Let G < FL(n, q), FSp(p1, q), SU(n, q) resp. SC+(r,, q), and let K < G with 
Ii 2 Gb. Assume that G induces a primitive rank Y ~~rnu~~~io~ group on the set of 
cosets of K in G. If K is not the stabilizer of a proper subspace (other than the 
~~d~c~~ if Gb = Q(2m + 1, a) with q even), theme Y > ~j16. (Agoreover, Y > n.,/ 
whrz G4 is SL(n, q), and Y 3 n/8 z&en Gb is Sp(n, q) or SU(n, 4)). 
The adores of Theorem 3 for 8, and A, are due to Bannai 11, pp. 477-478], 
and deducing it from Theorems I and 2 follows his approach. Theorem 3 should 
be compared with Seitz’s result [33]: g iven Y and I, for all large 4 every rank r 
permutation representation of a rank 1 Chevalley (or twisted) group is essentially 
known. Combining these results yields the following curious consequence. 
This corollary was conjectured in 1973 by Peter M. Neumann. It implies, foklp 
example, that the enumerations for P = 2 and 3 in [6] and [2l] w-ere finite 
problems, a fact of which those authors were not aware. However, the coroliary 
is not very effective. For example, if Y = 4 and G = sZ*(rz, CJ) then necessarily 
n < 43 and CJ < 1 + 4(4(2a131!)t/2 + 3(23131!)3/2] (cf. Section 5). 
As in Patton [29], the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 require some knowledge of 
the first cohomology groups of classical groups acting on their natural modules. 
The cases SL(z, q) and Sp(n, 4) require, in addition, little more than 
~~cLa~gh~~n’s beautiful results [23; 241; while SU(n, q) and especially A@(%, q) 
involve the less pleasant [20]. All cases use induction, based upon the action of the 
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centralizer C,(X) of a suitable type of l-space .Y on O,(C,;(x)) (where p will 
always denote the prime dividing 4). 
Finally, it should be noted that, in Theorems 2 and 3, Sp(2m, y) is not excluded 
when y is even. Instead, we have used the isomorphism Sp(2m, q) .z Q(2m -.I 1,q) 
in order to include the cases K 2 @(2nz, 9). Also, in Theorem 2 the only time 
G : K actually equals y” is when Gb = Sp(4,3). 
I am grateful to Peter M. Neumann for several helpful suggestions concerning 
this paper, especially as regards the history of Galois’ theorem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Our notation for the classical groups is reasonably standard. Transvections are 
familiar; the less familiar long root elements of orthogonal groups are discussed in 
[20, Sects. 3, 41. The underlying vector space will always be denoted by V. If 
s < G and W is an S-invariant subspace, then C,(W) is the subgroup of S 
inducing the identity on W and C,(S) is the set of vectors fixed by S, while 
SW = S/Cs(W) and [W, S] = (ZP -.-- u: w E W, s E S); the corresponding 
notation will also be used when W is merely an S-invariant section of b’. 
IVe will need a cohomological property of the following groups: 
(*) SL(2, q), 4 :- 3 odd; SL(3, Q), (I > 2; SL(4, q), q .= 2; Sp(4, q), q odd; 
SL(5, q); SL(2, 5), regarded as inside SL(2, 4) =.. SL(2, 9). 
IZMMA 0. (i) Suppose that S < G = GL(V), that S = S’ and that H is 
an S-incariant hyperplane such that H -= [Z-I, S] 0 C,,(S). Zf SIH*Sl is one of the 
groups (*) in its natural representation (OT the representation contragredient to the 
natural one), then I/ -- [ZZ, Sj @ C,(&,)-for some S,, < S with Sp3sJ = Sl’f*sl. 
(ii) Let S < G = Q=(V), assume that S$xes the singular point x, and set 
ii Y- xl/x. Suppose that v = [r, S] 1 [r, S]-‘- and [v, S’j - VI @ vz with 
each Vi totally singular and S”l as in (*). T~L V = [V, S,] i C,(S,) for SOWZP 
S, < S such that S~‘Jl z SEv.sl and the &-modules [V, S,] and [r, S,] are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. (i) The group Q := C,(H) n C,(V/H) consists of all transvections 
with axis ZZ. Since S : s’ it centralizes V/ZZ, and hence acts the same on Q as 
on H. (If z, E I/ - Ii then t + & - c:‘, t EQ, dcfincs an S-isomorphism.) Since 
S = S and S also centralizes EZ/[ZZ, S], it centralizes V/[ZZ, S], so that Q n S 
consists of transvcctions with directions in [II, s]. Thus, Q n S -< [Q, S]. 
The irreducibility of S on [Q, S] then implies that Q n S is 1 or [Q, S]. 
Suppose that Q n S .= [Q, s]. Then both S and Q n S act transitively on 
[ZZ, S] j- 2: for any v E V - ZZ, so S := (Q n S) C,(U). We may thus replace S 
by Cs(v) and reduce to the case Q n S =. 1, S z Srf. 
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By results of Higman [16] and McLaughlin [25] (cf. 121, Sec. 21 and further, 
references given there), Hl(S, [Q, S]) = 0. Thus, Ext,,&GP(& [ 
and V must decompose as required. 
(ii) Let r< = VJx. By the dual of (i), we may assume that Vi = 
[Vi ) S] e x. Then [V, S] = [VI + V, , S] = [VI 9 S] @ [Va , S] behaves as 
desired. 
Remarh. The following more elementary argument applies when Z(SH) + % 
or Z(S”) f I, respectively. By the Frattini argument, we may assume that 
2 = Z(S) f i. Then V = [V, Z] @ C,(Z) with each summand S-invariant. 
Since S is generated by its p/-elements, it follows easily that [VP Z] = [V, S] is 
S-isomorphic to [H, S] resp. [8, S] and that C,(Z) = C,(S), as required. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Define 01 as follows. 
4 odd, q # 3 3, or even but q f 2 2 
a 0 1 2 
We will prove inductively that, in addition to (i) or (ii) holding, K contains a 
subgroup SE SL(2 + a, 4) (or SL(2, 5) if 4 = 9) such that V = [Vi, S] @ 
C,(S) with dim[V, q = 2 + o”; in particular, S contains nontrivial transvec- 
tnons. 
If 12 = 3 this follows from Dickson [7, Ch. 121, Mitchell [26] and Hartley [13j, 
so suppose that n > 4 (and n 3 5 if q = 2). Let H be any hyperplane, P = 
C,(V/H), and Q = C,(N). Then j Q ! = qn-l and Q consists of transvections. 
kEMMA 1. If / K n Q ] < q” then ! P: (K n k‘)X j < q(+-l)(n-=-2)lP, 
Proof. By hypothesis, 
q(n-a)(n-s-P)P >, / G : K j > j P : K n P j 
= \P:(KnP)Qj j(KnP)Q:KnP) 
= / PH : (K n P)” / j Q : K n Q j 3 ; P : (K n P)” j qn-i-n, 
so the lemma follows using arithmetic. 
LEMMA 2. If j K n Q j < q” (for some hyperplane M), then K IT P colztains a 
subgroup S of one of the required types. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and induction, (K n .I’)” has such a subgroup. Hence, by 
Lemma @, so does K CI P. 
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LEMMA 3. If I K n P 1 > qQ fov eaery hyperplane H, then K contains a sub- 
group S of one of the required types. 
PYOO~. Let W be an irreducible K-subspace. Then W n H is the axis of 
more than p transvections of W lying in K for each hyperplanc H$ W. l’hus, 
d -= dim W > 1 and K induces at lcast SL(d, y) or Sp(d, q) on W (e.g., [30, 
3 1, 34, 201); moreover, if 0: 3 I then only SI,(d, q) is possible, while if (Y := 2 
then d 2 4. It follows that K has a subgroup S such that S = S’ and S is 
generated by transvcctions, while SW s SL(2 -+ (Y, q) or SL(2, 5) and [W, S] is 
the natural module for SW. Since S centralizes V/[W, S], repeated USC: of 
Lemma 0 produces the desired subgroup of K. 
Completion of the proof. We have obtained the desired S. Let K” denote the 
subgroup generated by all transvections in K. 
i%‘e may assume that K is irreducible. Then I/ 7: V, 0 ... 8 V, for irrc- 
ducible K”-subspaces Vi permuted transitively by K. 
If K =- 1 then K* is SL(n, q), Sp(n, y), O:(n, 2), S,,, , Z&; or possibly 
SL(a, 3), Sp(n, 3) or SU(n, 3) when Q = 9 (McLaughlin [23, 241 if q -/ 9; 
Piper [30, 311 and Wagner [34] if q -- 9). Only in the first two cases is 
; G : N,(k’“)\ < qn(n-1,/2~ 
If k > 1 then K .< U.(n/lz, q) j S, , so , G : K > qn(n-1)/2. Thus, (ii) must 
hold if(i) dots not, and the theorem is proved. 
4. PROOF OF ~HEORE>I 2 
Let (y 7; 0 for G” .z Sp(2m, q) (with q odd) or SU(n, q); and define 01 as in 
Section 3 for the orthogonal groups. Define /3 as follows. 
Gk Sp(2n2, q), q odd SU(n, q) @(2m, q) P(2m, q) Q(2m -1 1, q) 
B m 12 -- I m- 1-a m--2--a m-1-a 
\Vc must prove that, if ! G : K < qS’fl+ll.;n (or if i G : K , < q[n2:11 in the 
unitary cast), then K is reducible. This time our inductive hypothesis is that K 
also has a subgroup S satisfying the following conditions: (a) V = [I/‘, S] -1.. C,(S) 
with [V, S] nonsingular; (b) if I/ is symplectic (with q odd) or unitary, then 
S .x Sp(4, q) resp. SU(5, q), dim[V, S] = 4 resp. 5, and S acts naturally on 
[V, S]; (c) if V is orthogonal then S E SI,(2 -i. (I, q) (or SL(2, 5) if q =- 9), 
dim[V, S] = 2(2 -k or), and S fixes two complementary totally singular sub- 
spaces of [V, S], on one of which it acts as in (*). Kotc that in each case S 
contains nontrivial elements of (long) root groups of G. 
If 71 =. dim V < 6 in (b), or n < 8 in (c), then all of this holds by Cooperstein 
[5]. Thus, suppose that n >- 6 or 8, respectively. 
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Let x be a totally isotropic (or totally singular) point, P = CGh(x) and Q = 
Cp(xL/x). Then P/Q is §p(2m - 2, q), SU(n - 2, q) or .Q*(Tz - 2, q), and acts on 
Q/Z(Q) as it does on its standard module xl/x; moreover, if Z(Q) # 1, then V is 
symplectic (with q odd) or unitary, Z(Q) = Q’ consists of q transvections, 8 is a 
special group of order qaa-1, and commutation induces a nondegenerate aiter- 
nating GF(q)-bilinear form on Q/Z(Q) preserved by P/Q (cf. [6, Sect. 31). 
The first tw-o lemmas are proved exactly as before. 
LEMMA 2’ If 1 Q : K n Q j 3 qo for some x, theaz K n P contains a subgroup S 
of one of the required types. 
The third lemma is somewhat harder, at least in the orthogonal case: 
LEMMA 3'. If / Q : K n Q j < q” fog every x, then K cmtains Q. szlbgmup of 
one of the required types. 
Proof. VVe first show that each K n Q contains subgroups of order greater 
than q” consisting entirely of long root elements. This requires considering the 
individual cases separately. If Gb = Q+(2m, q) or 92(2m + I, q), then Q has a 
subgroup R of order qm-1 consisting of long root elements (corresponding to a 
totally singular lpz - l-space of xl/x as in [6, (3.1)]), and / R / . I 
by hypothesis; if G = P(2m, q), there is such a subgroup R of order qm-2. In 
eithercase,I~1/Kn_Rj31R(Kn~)!IKnkZI=iR!1K(7~l>>~Yj~j, 
If CP is Sp(2nz, q) (with q odd) or SU(n, q) then we must only show that 
K n Z(Q) =f: 1. So suppose that K n Z(Q) = 1. Then (K n $3) Z(Q)/Z@) 
consists of pairwise perpendicular vectors in a 2,B - 2-dimensional symplectic 
geometry, and hence has order at most qa-l. Consequently, / K n Q / < qfi-1 and 
i Q : K n Q / 2 48, contrary to our hypothesis. 
If G’h is symplectic or unitary, it follows that K 3 19, and the lemma is clear, 
Suppose that Gh is orthogonal, and let K* be the group generated by all long 
root elements of K. If K* is irreducible, then K* = 6’1 by [%I]. So suppose 
further that W is a K*-invariant subspace minima! with respect to having 
W3 rad V. 
Pick any point x $ WL and a long root element 1 # I in n g. Set A(t) = 
[V, t]. Then A(t) is a 2-dimensional totally singular subspace, and CV(i) = A(t)‘b~ 
Since Wi = WCC A(t)l, necessarily A(t) R rad W # 0. In particular, since 
rad T/&r is invariant under K* we must have TN = rad IV. Set W* = Wjrad V. 
Now A(t) @ IT-’ implies that t induces a transvection o ith axis A( n IV, 
Each hyperplane of W containing rad V occurs as x1’- for some point x,; 
and if t, E C&x1) n CX(xl~/xl) is a nontrivial long root element then A(t,)‘- :-I W 
can only be xl1 n W. Consequently, each hyperplane of W* is the axis of more 
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than qx transvections. Then K*W’ is SL(W*), Sp(W”) or SL(2, 5) < SL(2, 9) = 
SL(W*). In any event, 2 -f 2 suitably chosen root elements of A? will generate 
the S required in the lemma. 
The proof of Theorem 2 can now be completed by imitating the argument at 
the end of Section 3, this time using [20] in the orthogonal and unitary cases. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We will only consider the case Gk = SL(n, Q), q > 2, the remaining cases 
being quite similar. We may assume that n >, 3. 
For each g E G - Z(G), G : K , < 2 I G : Cc(g)!+l (see Rannai [I, pp. 
475-4771). Let ,c f 1 bc a transvcction. If K is irreducible then ‘Thcorcm 1 
yields 
qf(n-wn--8) < 1 (; : K ( < 2 14” - 1 qn l - I -.---(* - q1 < qq~-lq2(?‘-l)M, 
Iq--1 q-1 
so that n - 4 < 4(~ - 1). 
It should be noted that the orthogonal group estimates are improved by a 
factor of 2 if W(n, q) is used instead of .@(n, q). For then, g may be taken to be 
a reflection or a transcection. 
Also, the same proof handles the case in which G/Z(G) contains graph 
automorphisms as well as diagonal or field automorphisms of Gs,!z(GQ). 
Assume that G is as in Theorem 3. Let W be its Weyl group and B 2 liH 
a Bore1 subgroup, where li is a Sylowp-subgroup of G and Ii is assumed abelian. 
Seitz [33] proved that q < 5(].8)zf’*“), where Z(Y, W) := T , W ;rj2 -+ 
(I - 1) 1 JV :3!2. (Actually, he used Z(Y, W) = Y / W ’ -I-- (Y - I) j W ,2, but this 
slight improvcmcnt is implicit in his proof.) In this section we will show that 
q < 4Z(r, W) -f I. 
The proof of [33, Theorem 21 shows that U has at most E(Y, IV) orbits on the 
set of cosets of K in G. 
Following [33], we will prove by induction on 1 TV 1 that, if K -< G and U has 
at most 1 orbits on the set Q of cosets of K in G for some integer Z < (q -- 1)/4, 
then K contains (the center of) a long root group of G (merely a root group for 
the cases 0*(2m, y), .Q(3, q) and Q-(4, q)). 
If 1 IV; -.: 2 it is straightforward to use Dickson [7, Ch. 121, Mitchell [26] 
and Hartley [13] to check the above assertion. We will thus suppose that 1 IV ( > 2. 
Let P and Q be as in Sections 3 and 4, chosen so that P > U and II normalizes 
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P. Write P = QR, where R is the centralizer of a nonsingular 2-space (or the 
stabilizer in P of a non-incident point-hyperplane pair in the SL(n, q) case). Let 
R = G, ) 01 E G. Since RH acts on the set of Q-orbits on apH, induction produces 
a root group X, of R of the desired length fixing some ,BQ C aPH; moreover, we 
can choose X, so that QX, a U. (Here, s is a root in the root system A on which 
W acts.) 
Clearly, N acts transitively on the set of U-orbits in jPH; if Ha is the stabilizer 
of /Y-‘, then / M : Ho / < E < (q - 1)/4 and I-I, fixes some y = ,@q E /F’, ti E G. 
ThenQX, = QX,q = Q(QX,), . Since Ho < G, , it acts on(QX,), , so Lemma 3 
of Seitz [33] implies that (QX,), is a product of root groups which correspon 
0. Since Q(QX,),/Q G X, , we deduce that (QX,), 3 Xs . 
This completes the inductive proof whenever s is automatically not a short 
root, and hence in all cases except G” = G’(5, q) or G-(6, q)~ But for these cases 
we simply reverse the Dynkin diagram, apply the result proved for Sp( 
SU(4, q), and obtain the desired long root group of Q(5, q) or S-(Si 2) 
Consequently, back in the situation on Theorem 3 we find that if q > 
41(7, IV) + 1, then K contains a (long) root group. By [23,24,20], all irreducible 
possibilities for K are known, None produces a value of r permitted by the 
inequality q > 4Z(r, IV) + 1. 
Remarks. 1. If H is nonabelian, then q < 4Z(br, W) + 1, where q = pb. 
2. It would obviously be desirable to have much better bounds on q (such 
as, perhaps, q < 16~). 
3. only the BNstructure of the classical groups was needed in the inductive 
step. Thus, when all those subgroups K of the exceptional Chevalley grojups have 
been classified which satisfy O,(K) < Z(K) an d are generated by a class of long 
root elements, then an improved bound such as q < 4l(r, WV> + 1 will again 
hold. (Similar statements can clearly also be made concerning analogues of 
Theorems 2 and 3.) 
4. Seitz’s proof depends only on the number Y,, of irreducible constitients 
common to the permutation characters lBG and lKG, counting multiplicities. 
Our Theorem 3 depends on the rank Y itself. In view of [21, Theorems I’ and 
II’], it seems reasonable to expect that an analogue of Theorem 3 exists with rO 
ir? place of Y. 
7. FURTHER VARIATIONS 
The bounds in Theorem 2 are much poorer than those in Theorem I. This 
is due to the possibility that K n Q # 1 (and even that / K fi Q / is a large 
power of q). One way to improve these bounds would be to determine the irre- 
ducible groups meeting some Q nontrivially; this seems particularly feasible in 
the orthogonal groups. 
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However, even then the cohomological obstacles caused by SL(2,3) and 
SL(2, 2i) would still remain. It is not clear how to handle these; but then they 
do in part produce interesting examples. For example, they are involved in sub- 
groups of the indicated small indices in the following groups: Sp(4, 3) and 
Q(5, 3), 33 and 32 . 5; SU(4,2) and Q-(6,2), 23 . 5; SL(4,2) and Q+(6,2), 23; 
SU(4, 3), 2 . 34; and SU(6,2), 2” . 33. 
It seems that the best results of this type should at least deal with the case 
/ G : K ) < 1 G : B /. Arithmetic prevented this in the proof of Lemma 1. For 
Gh = SL(n, 4) and large odd 4 this inequality can in fact be proved. Namely, in 
both Theorems 1 and 2, all estimates 1 G : K ( < @ (say) can be replaced by 
/ G : K / < c@ for a constant c chosen so that induction will apply. If Gh = 
SL(n, q), the proof of Theorem 1 can be suitably modified when c = 12/11 
(some care must be taken since S need not exist). For fixed n and sufficiently 
large odd Q, this handles the case 1 G : K j < 1 G : B [ < (12/11)41/2”(“-1). 
However, this seems to be an unsatisfactory method for improving the bounds 
obtained earlier. What is needed is a different approach, perhaps one employing 
properties of the characters and centralizer algebra of the permutation representa- 
tion on the cosets of K. 
8. HISTORICAL-REMARKS 
Galois’ theorem that / PSL(2, p) : K / 3 4 + 1 if and only if the prime 
4 # 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 was stated in his famous letter to Auguste Chevalier [ll, 
pp. 411-4121. Part of a proof is given at the end of his second memoir [ll, 
pp. 443-4441. In particular, exceptions are described for 4 = 5, 7 and 11. 
The first published proof that no exceptions occur for prime 4 > 11 is due to 
Jordan [17] (reproduced in [19, pp. 666-6671). Analytic proofs of the existence of 
exceptions were given by Betti [2, 151 and Hermite 114, 151. Much later, in 1881 
Gierster [12] gave a different proof of Galois’ theorem by enumerating all the 
subgroups of PSL(2, s) for odd prime q. Further references and historical 
remarks (as well as applications to the modular equation) can be found in [IO, 
I. 1, pp. 215-221,513-514,533,547; II. 2, pp. 239-240,315,390-391,4299431]. 
According to Loewy [22], the analogue of Calois’ theorem for prime power q 
was proved by Moore in 1894 and the result communicated to Fricke. The first 
published proof for arbitrary q was obtained by a complete enumeration of the 
subgroups of PSL(2,q); this was accomplished by Burnside [3] (for 9 even), 
Wiman [35] and Moore [28]. Moore’s enumeration was completed in 1898, and 
presented to the American Mathematical Society; the abstract [28] of his talk 
indicates the subgroups and explicitly states the generalization of Galois’ 
theorem. His paper was submitted to Mathematische Annalen (cf. Dickson [7, 
footnotes on pp. 49 and 260]), but was withdrawn and published after 
Wiman’s paper [35] of 1899 (cf. Loewy [22]). Of course, the standard reference 
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for this enumeration has become Dickson [7, Ch. 121. It should, however, be 
noted that Dickson was not the first to determine the subgroups of PSL(2, q) of 
order divisible by the prime dividing q. 
In 1870, Jordan[lS; 19, pp. 666-6671 made the natural conjecture concerning 
Sp(2m, q) for m > 2 and 9 an odd prime, but was only able to deal with Sp(4, 3) 
and Sp(4, 5). Dickson [9] later handled Sp(4, q) for all prime q, without enumera- 
ting all subgroups. The general case of Sp(4,~) with q odd was settled by 
Mitchell [27], this time by a complete enumeration. 
The groups PSL(3, q) were considered by Burnside [4] for very special primes 
q; for arbitrary primes q, Dickson [8] enumerated all subgroups of order 
by q, using an explicit knowledge of all conjugacy classes of q-gro 
subgroups of PSL(3, q) and PSU(3, q) were found by Mitchell [2$] for o 
his student Hartley [13] for even q; only then was information available con- 
cerning the size of I G : R /. 
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